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ABSTRACT

This report describes a theoretical and experimental study of the

effects of structural length and compressibility on soil-structure inter-

action conducted for the Defense Atomic Support Agency. This study is

based on the applications of basic concepts of active and passive arching

involving development of shear planes in the soil, to soil-structure

interaction.

The basic theory of static active and passive arching is reviewed,

and theorctical relationships describing the effect that structural geom-

ctry (lc,.gth to span) has on the load on the structure, are developed.

Equations are developed for passive and active arching for deeply buried

idealized compressible cylindrical structures vertically oriented. Linear

and nonlinear soil conditions are investigated. The eqtztions presented

indicate that the effect of span, height (length), and compressibility of

the structure, and 'f the ratio of lateral to axial stress, coefficient of

internal friction, and compressibility of the soil are important in deter-

mining the load on the structure.

Equations are also derived to predict the load (on a trap door) result-

irg from differential strains occurring between the trap door ar-I the bottom

of the soil bin. Both active and passive arching cases and linear and non-

linear soil conditions are considered. The equations developed indicate

the effect of span ot the trap door and the ratio of lateral to axial stress,

coefficient of internal friction and compressibility of the soil on the

load on the trap door.

A limited experimental program was conducted to investigate the

effects of the ratio of the soil to structural compressibility on the load

o. the stri.turc. Good ,'rchl.ns are shown between the resultm of thia

study and the theoretical predictions employing soil parameters measured

in normal laboratory soil tests. Similar correlations employing soil

paramettrs as measured in normal laboratory tests are also shown between

the results of a trap door experimental study conducted by another inves-

tigator and the theoretical predictions.
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Also discussed are the effects of surface soil layers °on tests conducted

on model-sized structures in the shallow-depth-of-burial condition. The

relationship between rate of loading and the rate of structlural response was

shown to be a controlling factor in determining whether the -loading or un-,

loading stress-strain relationship governs the arching behavior.
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NOTATION

A = nonlinear soil modulus

B = one-half the span of the structure (movable section) or radius of
the structure for a finite structure (in figures from Ref. 11, B
is equivalent to 2B in the text)

c = cohesion

C = relative compressibility (linear case) Eo/Er oJEST
' (A) 2/3

C = relative compressibility (nonlinear case) EASTr ES

E = linear soil modulus
so

E =effective modulus of the structure

H + a a 1/3
2/3 Y(C!

0

J = 2K tanC

K = ratio of the horizontal (lateral) to the vertical (axial) stress

L = one-half the length of the structure

L
B-= length-to-span ratio

(A - 2/3 JAB

C70) B

N=2S =2KtanC
p B

q = surcharge per unit area

= K tanCP
p B

x = distance from reference plane to point of interest
T+0o a 1

Y = overstress or relative stress C +ao
Co 0

= understress or relative stress, 7
o a

Z = depth of the soil

Z. = distance of influence1
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NOTATION (Cont.)

Y = unit weight of the soil

A = differential deformation between the soil and structure at the

lower face

A = soil deformation over 2L length under free-field stress C050 0

AST = total deformation of the structure over and under C 0 C a stress

Ato = net deformation A - ST

A = total deformation of the column of the soil between the verticalx
surfaces of sliding below the structure

= detormatio of the free-field soil below and ijacent to the structure

= difterential deformation between trap door anij bottom of the bin in
data taken from Rel. 11

e = soil strain related to the free-field stress 0
so 0

C -- strain over a dx element at any point x within the vertical surfacesx
of sliding

o = arching stressa

Ch = horizontal or lateral stress

= tree-field stress
0

a = vertical stress on a horizontal section at depth Zv

O = vertical stress at any point x within the vertical surfaces of slidingx

UT = average stress due to sidewall friction

T = shear stress

tanCp coefficient of internal friction of the soil

Cp' angle of friction in sidewall friction calculations
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Section 1

INTRODUCT ION

Since February 1964, URS Corporation has been conducting a research pro-

gram in the field of soil-structure interaction for the Defense Atomic Support

Agency under Contract DA-49-146-XZ-288. The general objective of this research

effort was to provide a better explanation of the soil-structure interaction

phenomena that occur around a structure embedded in a soil medium subjected

to nuclear-blast environments. Specifically, the research described herein

mas directed toward an understanding of the basic mechanism of soil behavior

in soil- structure interact ion.

This program was divided into two phases; (1) an experimental and theo-

retical study of the effects of structural compressibility on soil-structure

interaction and (2) a systematic review and correlation of basic ihtetiaPLlufn

research conducted in recent ve,,rs. The results of the first part of the study,

lirected toward an understanding of the basic mechanism of static soil behavior

in soil- structure interaction, ar, reported herein. The results of the second

?hase, directed toward establishing the present state of knowledge as well as

furnishing background information for engineers concerned with protective con-

struction research and design, are reported in the companion report, DASA 1711.

This report is organized into nine sections plus references and an appen-

iix., the latter describing the details of the limited experimental program.

3ackground presented in Section 2 is limited, since DASA 1711 covers this

subject in detail. It section. 3 the basic concepts of soil-structure inter-

iction involving active and passive arching are reviewed. Section 4 covers

the theoretical development 'of equations relating the total load on a buried

itructure, under linear soil conditions, to such structural parameters as

,ength, spait, and compressibility. Modifications to account for the effects

)f nonlinear soil conditions are considered in Section 5. Application of

ictive and passive arching concepts to trap door experiments (differential

lisplacement) are investigated theoretically in Section 6. The variou. theo-

"etical results are compared in Section 7 with existing data, including trap

loor experiments, and those obtained in the present experimental program.
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Section 8 covers a brief discussion of the effects of surface layers on model
studies of ,arching, and Section 9 presents the conclusions and recommenda-

tions of t he study.
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Section 2

BACKGROUND

A considerable effort has been made by various research organitations to

iderstand the respor..e of soil and structural systems to nuclear explosions

order to provide protection for our retaliatory capabilities. This-effort

is generally beeti aimed at developing fundamental understanding of the effects,

icluding those of the explosion, coupling of the explosive energy (both direct

id air-induced), wave propagation through the media, soil-structure inter-

Lion, and response of the structure's contents to mntion induced by the soil -

ructure interaction.

Since the explosion and air-blast pnentmena are better understood, the

al problens, then, ire' those of understanding' the basic phen(Wtena involved

the behavior under dynamic loading of soils and structures and the char-

te.r of the soil -structure interaction resulting therefrom, Basic knowledge

this type could b. ukod to help solvt a spcit ic design problem or to vvalu-

e the streizgth of existing tacill ies.

The formidable problems of understanding the dynamic behavior of soil and

e stress-wave propagation through soil are exemplified by the magnitude of

e research effort already directed to this area. Recent URS studies aimed

gaining an understariding of the basic mechanisms of dynamic soil behavior

d wave propagation in soil have shown that it is possible to establish re-

tionships between particle velocity, wave velocity, and the secant modulus

the dynamic stress- strain relationship under shock stress-wave propagation

efs. 1-5). The establishment of these relationships completes the first

eps in providing a prediction method based on an understanding of the mecha

sins of soil behavior during loading.

Even though the design of underground structures subject' to nuclear blast

an extension of conventional design problems, such as tunnels, culverts, and

taining walls, it has been a surprise to many in the protective construction

ald to discover the limitations of present knowledge regarding the response

soil-structure systems even to static loads. Although some basic concepts

je been developed which have led to useful procedures for specific design
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problems, there are not enough quantitative data regarding basic behavior to

provide the necessary fundamental understanding for general design purposes.

Even the conventional culvert problem is difficult if the parameters are

changed beyond their usual limits. A review of recent studies in the soil-

structure interaction area are discussed in the companion report for this

work, DASA 1711. Brief reviews of some of the pertinent ones are also pre-

sented in Refs. 6 and 7.
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j Section 3

SOIL- STRT)CTURE INTERACTION CONCEPTS

Since pa ]ve and active form the foundation for the further devel-

opments present.ed herein, this section is devoted to a brief review of the assump-

lions and resultant equations developed in Refs. 6 and 8. The two basic concepts

ol soil -structure interaction discussed in Ref. 6 show the applicability of ac-

tive and passive arching. Since most real structures involve complex inter-

relations between these two types of arching, involving local flexibility and

jgro:, tompres'Ibility of thr structure, the effort in Ref. 6 was confined to

'he .:-,L .. z idealizeaj tructures. Only extreme conditions of active and passive

arching werc- developed in both the experimental and theoretical programs. This

report deals with the conditions between these extremes as Influenced by the

compires2blitv and length of the structure. The effects of local flexibility

is not treated in this study.

ACIU!VE ARCHING

Tne active arching case investigated in Ref. 6 was the simplest possible

and 1_ one which arises when an idealized structure having a uniform compressi-

hlitN acros- the entire face normal to the direction of loading is embedded in

a soil of lesser compressibility. This difference in compressibility results

in differential strain between the free-field soil and the structure as shown

in Fig. I- These differential strains result in a redistribution of stress by

means cf tho shear strength of the soil.

Staic aclive arching is treated in detail by Terzaghi in Refs. 8 and 9.

The bai(i assumption of static arching is that the model is a two-dimensional

nalf vlane of soil resting at the depth Z on a rigid foundation having a movable

finite secticn, the soil being subject to a uniform surface pressure. A seccnd

as';umption i. that the movable section deforms an amount sufficient to mobilize

,I the shear forces tc the surface. This is an extreme case of active arching and -

for shallow-bried -1ructures - exists when the structure compressibility is

great encugh to develop the entire shear force available. For deeply buried

structures, the extreme exists when the shear forces are great enough to carry

the weight of the soil above it and the surface load.

.1
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SO i Surface

Compressible

(b ) Afte re Su rchar ge.

Fig. 1. Di!,-p1 icement s With in a Soil Nbs With an Inclus ion %kore
compress ib te Thlan the Soil (Act ive Arching~)
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Figure 2 illustrates the assumptions that' provide the basis for computation

t stress in the soil between the two vertical surfaces of sliding in the active

ise. Solution of the equ.tions resulting from a sununation of the vertical

)rces at equilibrium results in the following equation for the stress at a

iven depth Z;

B(- -c'B) =K tan . ZIB -K tan Zv'B
Crv K tan e B qe

iere

B = one-half the span of the structure (movable section)

* = unit weight of the soil

c c :ohesion

K = ratio of the horizontal (lateral) to the vertical (axial) stress

.n Z = coefficient of internal friction of the soil

Z = depth of the soil

= vertical stress on a horizontal section at depth Z

q = surcharge per unit area

is equation is for the solution of the two-diuiensional condition anc. is

presentaive of a movable section having a unit thickness, i.e., unit thick-

ss perpendicular to the plane of the figure. For a section having a circular

oss section of radius B, Eq. (1) becnes

B 2c)1 -2K tan Z Z/B 1  -2K tan " Z(B
v 2K tan B - -J 1 - e +qe (2)

ere all the terms are the same as in Eq. (1), except B, which is the radius

the structure. If only the surcharge is considered, i.e., Y and c equal 0,

ese equations can be reduced to

-K tan Z/B* :qe (la)
V

-2K tan Z Z/B
C, = qe (2a)v
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"-" L .V- . .. "
e,

z -nB

2 2

Rigid Foundation a b

k-B
Fig..2a. Failure in Cohesionless Sand Caused by Downward Movement

of A Long, Narrow Section of the Foundation (from Ref. 8)

2B
q

tc + ahtan

dz

11+da
V V

dW - 2BY dz

Fig. 2b. Assumptions on Which Computation of Stress in Sand Between
Two Vertical Surfaces of Sliding Is Based (from Ref. 8)
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PASSIVE ARCHIN G .!

The passive arching case Investigated in Ref. 6 was also the simplest pos-

sible and is one which occurs when an idealized structure having a uniform com-

pressibility across the entire face nodmal to the direction of loading is

embedded in a soil of greater compressibility. This situation results in

differential strain between the free-field soil: and the-structure similar to

that shown in Fig. 3. These differential strains"result, as in the active

case, in a redistribution of stress by means of the shear strength of the

soi l.

In an attempt to find a solution to the static passive arching case, sim-

ilar to that presen'tea by Terzaghi for the static active arcning case, Ref. 6

developod a similar analysis .using' the same mathematical principles. The basic

assumption in this case is that the model is a two-dimensional half plane of

soil subjectted to a uniform surface pressure, with a rigid inclusion at a given

depth. The second assumption is that the inclusion extends to infinity, so

that a sufficient amount of differential displacement occurs to mobilize the

.hvar forces to the surface, regardless of depth. This is the extreme case of

passive arching for all depths of burial.

Figure 4 illustrates the assumptions that provide the basis for computation

of stress in the soil between the t~o vertical surfaces of sliding in the pas-

sive case. Particular attention is drawn to the direction of the shear forces T

in Fig. 4 as compared with those in Fig. 2. Solution of the equations resulting

from a summation of the vertical forces at equilibrium results in the following

equation for the stress at a given depth Z:

C B(0 + c/B) e K tan; Z/B 1+ qeK tan Z Z/B (3)v K tan 1 ,;

The terms are as defined following Eq. (1).

Like Eq. (1), this equation is for the solution of the two-dimensional

condition and is representative of a structure having a unit thickness. For

a structure having a circular cross section of radius B, Eq. (3) becomes
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Soil Surface

Rigid
- -- - - - Structure

(a) Before. Surcharge

(b) After Suircharge

Fig. 3 Displace~ment Within a Soil Mass With an InCLeSion Less
Compressible Than the Soil (Passive Arching)
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Fig. 4. Assumptions Which Provide the Basis -for Computations of Stress
in thc Soil Between the Two Vertical Surfaces of Sliding for
the Case of the Rigid Tnclusion in a Half Plane of Soil
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B ' 2c 2K t+ in q/ 1 2K tan CP Z/B
Or 2K tan CP - I q

If only the surcharge is con.idered i.e., c and Y equal zero, these equations

can be reduced to

K tan CP Z/B
= qe (3a)

a e2K tan D Z/B,4a

COMPARISON OF ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ARCHING

In the case of passive arching for structures of finite dimensions, the

amount of differential deformation is dependent on the length of the struc-

ture and the relative compressib:lity between the structure and the soil.

Therefore, a rigiri structure of finite size will cause a given amount of

differential deformation to occur between the soil and the structure regard-

less of the depth of burial. Since the amount of differential deformation

required to develop all the shear forces between the structure and the sur-

face is dependent upon depth, it is obvious that below the depth at which

the amount of differential deformation required exceeds the amount developed

between the soil and the structure, the load on the structure is controlled

by the differential deformation developed.

It can be expected, then. that in the passive case the load on the rigid

structure will increase exponentially as the structure burial is increased,

following the torm of Eq. (4) or (,4a). for a structure of finite length, the

load will increase until some critical depth is reached, below which point the

load will be constant. In the case of active arching the load will decrease

exponentially as the struztural burial is increased, following the form of

Eq. (2) or (2a). For a very compressible structure, the load on the struc-

ture will approach zero or, in the case of a structure of finite compressi-

bility, the load will become constant below some critical depth. Figure 5

represents a plot of two of thf, e conditions as a function of depth: for the

maximum active arching (a very compressible structure) curve A, aald for the pas-

sive archingon a rigid structure of 'finite length curve B. The data points shown are
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for a URS* experimunta L struct ure in wnt h un to *mpressibl ity *as varied

(from rigid to very coxnpressible). It is obvious that .. me point at which the

break in Curve 8 occurs will vary as tile length of the structure varies, and

that the shape of Curve A and the upper portion of Cturve B will vary with the

span of the structure and the soil properties.

Since these two curves represent the extremes in relative c ompressibiltty,

the area between ttem represents the various condltlois (of relative ccpressl-

bilitles between these two extremes. This report deals with research directed

toward gaining an understanding of static soil- structure interaction in the

area between these two limits and toward determining the influence of struc-

tnoral length oni the lajd on a rigid structu re in the deeplV h,.iriert ctndition.

One point betucen the t o extr:ies is known, that, i's when the rclative con-

*pressibi1itt is one, i.e., when The soil and the stricture have the rame

compressibility, the load on the structure is equal to the free-field stress.

* The data were reported in Retl. 6.
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Section .1

EFFECTS OF STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS

As discussed earlier, a structure of finite length that is less compressi-

ble than the soil causes a differential deformation to occur, the influence of

which extends some distance above and below the structure. In these influenced

* areas the stress will be greater than the free-field stress, while above and be-

* low the influenced areas the stress will be free-field. If the distance to the

point where the influence ceases is defined as the distance of influence Zi,

then any structure for which the depth of burial Z is greater than the distance

of influence Z can be- said to be deeply buried. If Z is less than Zi, then
ij the structure can be said to be shallow buried. Figure 6 illustrates these

conditions. The active and passive arching relationship described previously

and in Re-f. 6 covr the &ha~liw-hurtod condition. This report deals princi-

pally with the deeply buried conditions.

EFFECTS OF STRULTURE LENGTH AND SPAN

Assume a -'.ht circular cylindrical structure* of 2B diameter and 2L

length buried at a depth of Z such that Zi, the zone of influence, is less than

Z, i.e., deeply buried. If the structure is considered to be rigid and sitting

on a rigid foundatioi, then the greatest differential strain that can be de-

veloped is that due to the axial shortening of the soil laterally adjacent to

the structure, i.e., free-field. In the case illustrated in Fig. 7, the soil

element 2L in length is subjected to the free-field stress C, i.e., q; ** there-

fore it would shorten an amount equal to A where

2LO0

tso - E (5)
so

* While the following relationships can be developed for a structure of unit

thickness (two-dimensional), or even one of rectangular cross section, the
shape chosen was a right cylinder having a circular cross section to conform
to the shape of the structures to be used in an experimental program.

** It is assumed that for the static case there is no decay of stress with depth.
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(a) SHALLOW DEPTH BURIAL Z.< Z1i

I I Zi
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(b) DEEPLY BURIED STRUCTURES Z>Zi

Fig. 6. Zone of Influence of Rigid Structure
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Fig. 7. Deeply Buried Structure on Rigid Foundation
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where

C =free-field stress

L = one-half the length of the structure

E soil modulus (assumed to be linear)*
so

Since a rigid structure is being considered, s is the amount of differ-
so

ential deformation of the plane through the upper surface of the structure.

As discussod earlier, this will result in downward shear forces on the element

*of soil above the structure, i.e., passing arching will result. If this pas-

sive arching force is denoted by Ca' an average arching stress, then the total

average stress on the structure can be expressed as 7 +
o a

If in considering the stress distribution below a structure completely

surrounded by soil, it is assumed that there is no sidewall friction on the

sides of the structure, then the total average stress on the top surface of

the structure is applied to the soil beneath the structure. At some distance

Z below the structure, the point where there is no longer any influence, the

stress in the soil will be reduced to the free-field stress C . It can be
0

assumed that the arching stress C was redistributee to the surrounding soil
a

by means of shear stresses. It is further asoumed that this can be repre-

sented by the concepts of the vertical surfaces of sliding used in the develop-

ment of Eqs. (1) and (4). A simple examination of the soil element abcd in

Fig. 8 shows that in order to reduce the stress from 0 + 0 at the point

immediately below the structure to C at the plane DD, the shear forces must0

be upward. This means that at any point x below the structure, the stress Cx

is described by Eq. (2a) [or Eq. (2). for the more general solution], which can

be written

0 (0 + 0 )e 2 K tan: x/5 (2b)
x o a

-1

This relationship is only true while C a a , i.e., when x < Z at x equal to
x o

or larger than Z i., 0X = 0

* Relationships for the case of a nonlinear modulus are presented in Section 5.
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Therefore

(a + a -2K tan Zi/B (6)
* o o a

solving for the zone of influence Z, gives

h+

B 0lo 7Z 2K tan (7)

0

A similar static analysis at the upper end of the structure can be made.

At the point above the structure where the influence of the structure ends, i.e.,

at Zi, the stress in the soil element above the structure is equal to the free-

field stress, Co . At this point there also is no differential strain between

the soil inside and outside the projected vertical surface of sliding, there-

fore the deformation of the column of soil above the structure has to be equal

to the differential diisplacement between the soil and the structure at the top

surface-of the structure. Therefore, in Fig. 9 the plane AA can be used as a

reference, since it moves the same amount over both the affected and unaffectot;

areas. Further, since-the soil-outside the vertical surfaces of sliding move

downward, the shear forces must be downward; hence, passive arching occurs,

the stress a at any point x within the affected area can be written as
x

2K tan x/B

As defined above 0 at the surface of the structure is
x

0 = +0O (9)
x 0 a

Therefore, by equating Eqs. (8) and (9) at x =Zi

C +a C 0 e 2 K tan Z i , B+ e(10)

* This means tuat all points on plane AA (Fig. 9) move uniformly, i.e., body
motions of the free-field are not of concern.
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Fig. 9. Zone of Influence Above a Rigid Structure
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If we solve Eq. (10) for Z,

Z B 0_ 1)
i 2K tan C D

ZB o a (7)Zl 2K tan U O

A comparison of Eqs. (7) and (11) shows that the zones of influence above and

below the structure are the same and therefore must be the result of differen-

tial deformations at the top and bottom of the structure that are identical.

The strain of an increrntal layer of soil within the ;,oil element abcd

below the structure (Fig. 8) can be written as

a
x (12)

x E
so

and the total deformation of the entire element can be written as

..

. dx (13).
0

Substituting Eqs. (12) and (2b) in Eq. (13) results in

f E dx f e -2 K tan C x/B dx (14)

or

ax 0 a  
2E KBtan CL ( 2K tan ta Zn/B

Letting

K tan "P
B p
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and substituting in Eq. (15)

0) + 0.a -2SpZt)

x 2E S - (15a)
so p

Substituting S in Eq. (II) gives

+

Zi 1 2Sp ( ) (11a)

or

+

~~1 a
2S Z 4'n: - " (11b)

Further, substituting Eq. (lb) into Eq. (15a) gives for the deformation of

the soil-element abcd

0 +a (
- 2E a l-e (16)

x 2E Sso p

Since the stress below the plane DD in Fig. 10 is a , all points in the plane

DD must move uniformly, and th,.refore.it can serve as a reference. By examin-

ing the fre.-field portion of the soil element DDCC, i.e., excluding the ele-

ment abcd, it can bv seen that since it is compressed under an average stress

of C0 (free-field stress), the amount of deformation of the CC plane is to the0

C'C' position and is represented by

OZ.
A - (17)

y E
so
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Fig. 10. Relative Deformation Between the Soil and the Structure
at the Bottom of the Structure (Passive)
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Substituting Eq. (11a) gives

a (0a a Ga
so p

The differential deformation betwe,en the two elements C'C'DD and abc'd' Is

LB = Lx - t (19)Y

Substituting Eqs. (16) and (18) in (19) gives

r0
1o p a P

and represents the diffetreltlial motion between the soil directly under the

structure and the free-fi ld soil and, hence, the differential motion between

thit soil adjact-nt to the structurc and that of the structure.

An examination of the soil element reprc.cnted by BBCC shows that the

plane CC is translated to the position of C'C', accounting for a portion of

the motion of the plane BB toward the B'B' position. The remaining portion

is the result of the c:ompression of the soil in the RBCC element' under the

free-field stress of 0 . The amount of motion may be represented by
0

2LO
0r

, o Lsec Eq. (5)] (21)
So'

The mechanism for transferring additi)nal load to the structure has been

shown to he the same process as the one for redistributing that load below the

structure - namely, shear stresses- developed by differential strain. It has

also been shown from a comparison of Eqs. (7) and (11) that the deformations

in the soil directly above and below the structure are equal since the zones

of influence are equal.
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Therefore the sun 2A must be equal to A in Eq. (21); orso

50 (22)

Or equating one-half of Eq. (21), i.e., Eq. (22), with Eq. (20)

p0 L
oa+1

o a

2S L a 1 e (n24-

Let 2S =N and
P

0

Then Eq. (24) becomes

NL= Y -Ye - n Y -n Y (25)

Since

-- tn Y I
e

Eq. (25) becomes

YNL = Y - - - C.n y (25a)

or

NL= Y -I -n Y (26)
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xpanded into the original terms, this becomes

2K tan c La (a -" (27)
0

igure 11 is a plot computed from the relationship between (0 0 ) 0 , i.e.,o a o

he overstress Y and 2K tan T L!B, i*e., NL,expressed in Eq. (27). Figure 12

s-a plot of the relationship between overstress (relative stress) Y and the

ength-to-span ratio, L/B, for a range of 2K tin Cr,(NB),values.

FFECTS OF STRUCTURAL COMPRESSIBILITY

A.'.-IVU Ala-iiizll (Xdl.-e

SinLe most 1 .1 structutres are not rigid, but have some gross compressibil-

ty, this parameter must be incorporated into any theory to predict the load on

le structure. An examinatirn of Fig. 10 shows that any compressibility in the

tructure'-will tend to reduce the differential deformation between the soil and

ie structure. The deformation of the structure is dependent upon the load,

ie length, and the effLctiv, modulus Of the structure, which are related by

iv following equation:

0 .0

T a ( 2L) (28)

itere

-sr deformation of the structure

o free-field stress + a = total average stress on

o a the structure

0a = arching stress

L - 1 '2 the length of the structure

EST = effective modulus of the structure
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A s stated ,ai' Ilr for thc rig ri a c , th - maxi:-m total dtira. i ,, available

is reprem.t',d by Eq. (21), i t. tht- sh(orter1 i f V A he, u . I lat'rally adJacent

to the st rutc I re Th.rt~tore subt racting Eq (2M) "ri: Eq. (21) gives

oL 2L.;72 (29)

Further cquatLng onti-hall' of Eq. (29)with Eq. (20) vy.l dl

C7L C 4 C o. • .7
aJ L) o 0

E : (E) 2L S 2E S
Eso FST So p 1)

(30)

Multipliu.d K, 2i- S t 3)

2S. Z. S , . (3 i ) .ti

,,. 0'

(31)
Let

I, -'-r  H

and
(31

Eq. (31) thru* ht ... . ,.

N1, YCNL Y I Y V (32)

Since

-pSY !
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Eq. (32) becomes

NL -YC NL ~Y I- InY (33)

or

-YC NL= Y -n Y -NL (33a)
r

or

1 Y + J-n Y + NLC = (34)
r NLY

Expanded into the original terms this becomes

0 a a a 2K tan L (

B00

Figure 13 is a plot computed for four different NL values from the re-

lationships between C '(relative compressibility), i.e., Es/E, and Y (relative

stress), i.e., (r + a)/ao, expressed in Eq. (35).

Active Arching Case

Equation (35) was developed for a compressible structure exhibiting passive

arching, i.e., for a structure stiffer than the soil in which it was embedded.

Since it is possible and cven desirable to design structure# which exhibit

active arching, a similar analysis is made for these conditions. An examina-

tion of Fig. 14 shows that when the compressibility of the structure exceeds

that of the soil, the differential strain will be in the opposite direction.

As in the previous case, the deformation of the structure is dependent

upon the load and the length and effective modulus of the structure, which

are related by the following equation:
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F ig. 14. Relative Deformation Between the Soil and the Structure
at the Bottom of the Structure (Active Case)
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35

(0 -0). a (2L) (36)
AST EST

where

LST= deformation of the structure

a free field stress . "..."o fr id r 0 0 = total average stress

0 = arching stress on the structure
a

L = one-half the length of the structure.

E = effective modulus of th!e structure
ST

Irom Fig. 1-1 it, can 'be shown that the riaximum total diftferential deforma-

tion, L, available is the difference between the deformation of the structure
to,

and that of the soil over a length equivalent to 2L.

Therefore:

to ST -so (37)

where.

the deformation of the soil column laterally adjacent to the
so structure 2L in length

therefore

CY 2L
SO -Ep o [see Eq. (5)] (38)

so

where

E soil modulus (assumed to be linear)
SOj

substituting Eqs. (36) and (38) in Eq. (37)'

0 2L
" , I(0 -Y 2L o (39)

o a E E
ST SO
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itf we assume that half of this takes place at each end, the differential

deformation, t to cause arching is one half of Eq. (39)v i.e.,
to,

Ac- Cra) C; L

to 
(40)

E a
to EST so

The differential deformation below the structure can be seen to be the

difference between A and A in Fig. 14. The strain at any point within the
x y

soil column below the structurc is related to the stress within the soil

column at that point, aT x and the modulus of the soil, E, in the following

manner:

C =FX- (41)
so

If it is assumed that at some depth Z. below the structure there is no1

influence from the structure, the total deformation A of that column of soil
x

can be expressed as

Ii x
Ax' C xdx =f dx (42)

0 0 so

If the stress applied by the structure to the soil is (a - a ), and

the stress becomes a' again at some depth Z below the structure, then the
0 1

soil mass must have gained additional load a from shear stresses along thea

vertical shear planes. This behavior is expressed by the equation (of the

general form shown in Eq. (4a)

+2K tan w x/B

O (C0 - a )e (43)

* A discussion of this assumption is presented in Section 4, p. 22.
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substituting in Eq. (.12)

L o f o a +2K tan "px/Bd (44)Jx =E e ()
0 So

or

( - ) B( - )B
= o a e+2K tan Z' Z/B 0 a a (45)

(2K tan p) E (2K tan :) E
50 S0

( ti t - a ) [ ,+ 2 K t a n Z i / B (

(2K tan Z) EO

If the soil laterally adjacent to the soil column analyzed above is

assumed to be subject to the free-field stress, then:

Cr Z.

= 0 1 (47)y E
so

As stated abovp, the stress Cx in the soil column below the structure

is equal to the free-field stress, CT , at Z . Therefore, Eq. (43) can be

written:

2K tan':Z/
c = =( - 0 ) e 2K t Zj/B (48)

x c a

solving for Z.1

2K tan Z.

B a a

or (49)

B _ _0_
Zi 2K tan~ '"J
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substituting in Eq. (.7)

~ 0 B - 150)
y 2K tan T o°

Since the differential deformation below the structure is equal to

the difference between y and i.e.,

B =  y -x( 51)

substituting Eqs. (46) and (50) in (51)

= 0 [aj 21B an 2C ) 2K tun - (52)

substituting Eq. (49) for Z in Eq. (52) gives

CO B (a(( - Cr + B o - a
i - [ n( - ) B ) 1 ( 3

2!3 2K tan x 0  a - 2 K tan L) (53)so 0o a so

Since it was assumed that I was equal to t to' or that the total dif-

ferential deformation available was divided equally at the top and bottom
,

of the structure, Eqs. (40) and (53) can be equated.

( -7a) L a B 4 -0) Ba I
o a - o 0 - al) B(L - -= o_

EST E 2K tan c E tan T

Let

2K tan c
B

* This assumption was discussed in Section 4, p. 22 for the case where there

was no sidewall friction along the side of the structure.
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therefore

L ... . n NEo o - 1 55)E ST E so NE so NE s

or

E E - (56)

E NE so a)1

E
Multiplied bySO

0

(a a -so a o 1 57)(E 0) r E r
letting ,-o_ C and o

EST r ° -a) =

Cr 1 , Y ' .,n Y '
y--; -II 4]- n -. ' (58)

C n4n'Y'
r Y"N- - y- + + Y, (59)

tn Y'
Since e =Y', Eq. (59) becomes

Cr.-WN n Y- I + Ly + Y,(60)

rST '
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Expanding into the original terms,, Eq* (60). becomes

Cr~ J 2K Bta C)[ ( J 0  al, + ~~ (61)

Figure 15 is a plot of+Cr the ratio of soil and structural compressibilities,
1r

vs: y relative- stress (understress) * for the range of NL values in the active

arching case.

Comparison of Active and Passive Cases

'In order to compare the active anid passive cases, Eq. (34) for the

passive case can be put in terms of YV.,

Cr 1 jj4  (- +L +4 (34)

Since Y = , Eq. (34) becomes

C= -~ [1 -~ 4VI + Y, (34a)

This compares with Eq. (60) f or the active case:.

Cr NL Ln Y I+ t ] Y (60)

The two equations are plotted in Fig. 16 for NL =0.608, showing they are

a smooth continuous function.
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Section 5

EFFECTS OF NONLINEAR SOIL CONDITIONS

Sillce v,r few .oi11. rea]ly exhibit linear stress-strain relationships,

it is neces,arv to try and ,;iinulate the noilinearity in order to develop

reasonable prediction methods.

This section is devoted to investigating the influence nonlinear be-

havior, such as expressed by the following stress- strain relationship, will

have on the basic responses discussed in the earlier sections.

C = AC3 /2  (62)

EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL LENGTH

To evaluate the effect of the interrelationships between the nonlinear

soil condition-, and structural length, it is convenient to redevelop Eq. (26)

In order to do -o, one must start with Eq. (15). Substituting Eq. (62) for

Eq. (12) in Eq. (15) in Section 4, Eq. (15) then becomes

2/3

L o + a) (2B I - e-2K tan T Zi/B (63)Ax I 2K t-an

I continuing with the substitution Eq. (16) becomes:

2/3o a

_ -2 A- Il- e (64)

x A 2S

carrying aut the analysis and substitution, i1

I
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Subtracting Eq. (65) from Eq. (64) results in a new equation equivalent to

Eq. (20):

Cr+ G 2/ l2/3+ I

[L 1 - efla1 2/ (66)
l'B =2S A aJ (2) L J - A (25p1 L (66

By substituting Eq. (62) in Eq. (21), it becomes 3
S2/3

so~ 24'-2) 23(67)1

Combining Eq. (66) and one-half &so of Eq. (67), as indicated in Eq. (22), 3

~0 2/3 0 2/3 [ e n ( 00 a] (0)2/3(~ Ltn~a0 + (68)

Simplifying in the manner used to arrive at Eq. (26), Eq. (68) becomes I

NL = Y 2/3 1 tn Y (69)y1/3

or expanding into original terms, this becomes

K) (o +a 2/3 0 +a 1a.)

2Kta c BC 0 ~ ) tn( CT a a + C)1/3 (0, ,..o( )a 0°:o' -1(~ o. ,0 1
I

Figure 17 is a plot computed from the relationships between 2K tan CD L/B

(i.e., NL) and (a + 1 o (i.e., Y) expressed in Eqs. (69) and (70).

Figure 18 is a plot of the relationship between overstress, Y, and the

length-to-span ratio for a range of 2K tan CD (i.e., NB) values.

Figure 19 shows the comparison of the linear and nonlinear cases for a

constant NB.[ I
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EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL COMPRESSIBILITY

Passive Arching Case

By, substituting Eq. (62) for Eq.. (12) in Eq. (29), it becomes

2/3
A t L -7 2L )1 1

LST a

Equating one-half of Eq. (71) with Eq. (66) gives: + o 'aCUT
2 /3 + 2/3 nC( L L. (50T e.oI IL

(72)

0

22/3
Wuiipivtd by 2 (3.) E4 . (72) beuuaies

a '
2S L- 2S (.) (0 a) L (C 0 + - e 0 44% +,a) (73)

2/
Let 2S =N; (A) C

p EST r

+2/3 10 0(a a)

DJ NL1 
1  a3 0 a )e/4n, - + C a (74)

let (0 = y  
0  a H

0
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NL-NLC' H =Y 2 / 3  e -4 n Y  Cn

r 1-ej-Ln (75)

Since e = kq. (75) becomes

NL-HNLC' =Y 2/3(i tn Y (76)r Y) - Y(6

or

2/3 y2/3
HNL C Y - n Y -NL (77)r Y

-HNL C' y2/3 1 n Y NL (78)r Y 1/3

a +a (a) 1 /3Since H b(Q)2/3 multiplying by 1/3 (80)

H (+)0/3- (a%/
0(a )

0

H = Y( )1/3 (82)

Substituting Eq. (82) into (78)

()1/3 Y NL C' y2/3 Cn Y NLo r 1l/3 (83)
Y
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Dxvidinw by -INI

1/3 1 2/3 1

or r ~1'3" Y i~orr

or

)~ ~1/3 c 1.3-1 1 ,213

NL . (86)2/3 0 r NL 1/3 Y y (

1/3 (A)2/3 1 I 1 1

(a) E 2K tan r L 4/3 1/3

STo ) o a

(87)

Co*O o Bj (° +aa1

Figure 20 is a plot oo the relatlonship, as shown in Eq. (86) of overstress

(Y) and the product 0? stress level and the ratio of the nonlinear modulus

of the soil to the effective modulus of .the structure for a range of NL

values for th pasxve 1asp.

Figure 21 shows t he cnparlao of The lnear and nonlinear passive

ar(hing cases for a constant NL value.
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Active Arching Case

As can be seen from the previous derivation for the passive case,
2 3 2,'3

(C /A) is substituted for a /E andr(O 0 )/A 3J for-(O +
0o so a o a so

in the linear case to obtain the nonlinear ca.se.

By substituting the equivalent nonlinear terms in Eq. (55), we obtain

the nonlineir active case. Equation (55) then becomes;

2,,3 12,'
(U U I L L ) I = "()J - ( - _

(88)

or

Coa2L ( 23 2 }) ( /3[ :
k o -

(89)
2/'3

Multiplied by A 3 
09

a (" 2( (90)

a,3 EST 0V a a. 0

Letting (A)2 '3 - C' ani o =y

EST r C al

0o - I= 1 IL.n Y)o r C r  4, n Y' ( , 2/ e + y, 2/3(91)

2/ -r ; -- 2 ; 3
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tn \"
Sice -(9

S (y)/ 3 2  )2,3(92)

or

S(y)I (93)NL - (yt),'3

as in Lilt! pa.' ive 4.

1/3
a 0

2'3 - ¥'

0

Eq. (93) then becoms

S [ , _ 1/3 +
X- 3 (94)

1/3 re Y' -t , (yY,2 1/3

(y r NL' (,2/3 +Y(5

01"

a 1 3 C [Y tn Y (Y() 4 , 3 + (Y' + NLY, (9)o r NL Y nY y y),

vxpanding into thli original terms

1 3 1~ '7-Oa ii~~~)-~ ~) 3 ~( 0 a)1/3
0 a- 0 a 0 a o C

(97)

+ (2K tan~~( a) 1

-B J(5o.(Ca



Figure 22 is a plot of the relationship as shown in Eq. (96) of rela-

tive stress (1/Y') and the product of stress level and the ratio of the non-

linear modulua of the soil to the effective modulus of the structure for a

range of NL values for the active case.

Figure 23 shows the comparison of the linear and nonlinear active arch-

ing cases for a constant NL value.

Figure. 24 shows the comparison for the linear and nonlinear arching

cases for both the passive and active arching for the constant NL value.

4,4
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Section 6

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL DISPLACEMENT (TRAP DOOR EXPERIMENTS)

Since the basic concepts of arching discussed in this report are founded

on the concept of stress redistribution caused by differential strain occurring

between the soil and the structure, an examination of the Terzaghi trap door

concept is pertinent because that concept involves differential displacement.

EFFECTS OF LINEAR SOIL CONDITIONS

Passive Arching Case

An examination of the basic derivations shows that Eq. (20) is for the

differential displacement in the passive arching case.

A a+ - a e oLn"o + C( (20)

2E so S p 2Eso Sp 0

Since it is desirable, if possible, to normalize the overstress on the trap

door to be independent of stress level, the first step is to put Eq. (20) in

the form of AB/B. Since S = K tan CD/B and Eso 0 /8o , Eq. (20) becomes:

so B a 0so B ao

AB = (00 + Caa)(- o)2K tan 4 - e ] ( )(2K t n n( 0'0 Z (98)

Letting J = 2K tan cD, Y = (ao + a)/00o and dividing by B, Eq. (98) becomes:

__ S cmo -tn Y Cso.B=Y 1 - e4--- n Y (99)

which reduces to:

- Y -1- 4,n Y (100)
BC
so

Preceding Page Blank
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Figure 25 is a plot computed from the relatiomship between'overstress Y

and the product: of the ratio of tile soil, parameter J to the iree-field strain

C times the: ratio of the differential displacement to one-half the span,
SO

Expanding Eq. (100) into original terms, it becomes:

2K tan B a4j() d
1 4,-n (lol)

01*

or; o

SO 1 - ll a

B ~K tan . 0 °  IL.

Figure 26 is a. plot of the relationship between overstress Y" and the

differential displacement-to-span Patio for a range of s .-J values.

Active Arching Case

Making the same derivation for the active case, Eq. (53) beccnes

JB
B _ - I +y (102)

* C B Y
so

Figure 27 is a plot of the relationship between relative stress Y and the

product of the ratio of the soil parameter J to the free-field strain C
so

times the ratio of the. differential displacement B to one-half the span, B.

_ = 't - 1 + + ( 1 2A )
B '

Figure 28 is a plot of the relationship between overstress Y and the

differential displacement-to-span ratio for a range of J' values.
50}.

Figure 29 is a )lot showing the relationship ot the active and passive

cases for a given J.,"Z value.

* It should be no ted that e is the free-field strain associated with the

freC!-field stress level C
0
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EFFECTS OF NONLINEAR SOIL CONDITIONS

Again, since few soils exhibit a linear stress-strain behavior, it is

well to examine the effect of the nonlinear nature of the behavior. As be-

fore, the nonlinear effect to be examined is expressed by Eq. (62):

: ' •3/2
0 AC (62)

0

Passive Arching Case

Examination of Section 5 shows that Eq. (66) expresses AB in the non-

linear form for the passive case.

If we substitute 1/2 = B/J, J = 2K tan , Y = (0 + a )/0 and divide by B,

p 0 a o

Eq. (66) becomes:

AB 213 2/ 1 tnY02/31't(B A/ 1l (e) A] n (103)

which reduces to

A)2/3 1B - 2/3 - e4n - 4n Y (104)

Let (A) 2! 3

in Eq. (104). Then

M = y2/3 tn Y (104A)

y
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Figure 30 is a-plot of thv relationship for the passive case between

overstress and M the product of the ratio of the soil parameter J to the free-

field strain represented by (A/a")2/3 and the' rAtio of the different displace-0
ment I to one-half the span, B.

Expanding Eq. (104A) into the original terms, it becomes:

BA 2 2/3cCrC ; / r= ~ (Kuf~ ~ P -( +_)' - o"a (105)

0

Figure 31 is a plot of the relationship between overstress and the dis-

placement-to-span ratio [or a range of r(A/a )2/3 (J/000) values.

Figure 32 shows the comparison of the linear and nonlinear passive

arching cases for a constant [(AI/a )2/3 (JilOO0) value.

Active Arching Case

2f ( ' 2 3 an (' G)A2,3
If (a/A)/ and [( - a )/A are substituted for a /E and

0 0 a 0 so
(C - a )iE srespecti vely in Eq. (53), the following equation results:o a so

_ 1a 2/3_ _°

'. e/ Cro C;a_1o16B :'A 2. tan 0o -2 tan -aI

Again, if we substitute, J = 2K tan Z, Y' = a o/(O C 0 a ) and divide by B,

Eq. (106) becomes:

B = ( 2) ) 4n /3 - ] (107)

(k)__2/3
Multiplying by A J

A 12/3 JB e Ln y'
(A,)2/3 = n2/3 (108)

Cr B(YI) 23 (Y')2/
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2,13 Y'

Since (AOY J M and el Y' Eq., hml Om"ri

. ,.. . M 'n Y* ., ( ,l 3 1
M. + , (Y1/ + 21 (109)

(V)

Figure 33 is a plot of the relationship for the active case between

relative stress Y and of M, the product of the ratio of the stil parameter J

to the free-field strain represented by (Ai/ and the ratio of the

differential displacement f to one-half the span'B.

Expanding Eq. (109) into the original terms giv.:

.2/ -1". /3

-LB - O 1' 1/3 1
B. o"__2,'5 (110)B (A ( 2 K tan. u • a a J -"2 /3

Figure -34 is a plot of the relationship between relative stress Y and
- ".2/3

the displacement-Lo-span ratio LB/B for a range of (A, G) 2. J'lOOO.values.
0

Figure 35 shows the comparison of' the linear and nonlinear active arch-

jng case for a constant (A/ao) " / JilO00 value. .

Figure 36 is a plot showing the relationship of the. active and passive,
2/3

linear and.nonlinear cases for a given (A/a 0 J/l000 value.

It should be noted that in all cases the overburden and cohesion

elements of the equations have been dropped for simplicity in developing

the equations and because they were not relevant in comparison with the

experimental results. IL would be a relatively simple matter, after the

development has gotten to the point of application to real structures, to

include these' terms.
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Section 7

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERI.E'iTAL P.SULTS

The real test of any theory is how well it fits experimental data,

either in the laboratory or in the field. Predictions based on equations

developed in the earlier parts of this report will be compared in this

section with data obtained in the URS programs and with data presented in

Refs. 10 and 11. Predictions of effects of structural length, compressi-

bility, and differential displacements will be examined. With the exception

of the structural length tests, the conditions covered are primarily con-

fined to the deeply burcied 'onditions * of soil-structure interaction, i.e.,

where the influence of interaction does no, intersect the surface.

Excellent correlations are shown between the theory and the experi-

mental results that were obtained from the studies of the effects of struc-

tural compressibility and of the differentiai displacement of a trap door.

Meaningful correlations with the theory were not obtainable in the experi-

mental investigation of the effects of structural length of rigid struc-

tures. However, since the theoretical relationships describing the effects

of structural compressibility are simply extensions of those describing

structure length, the lack of correlation is obviously the result of extra-

neous effects. in thiis case, it appears to be the influence of the surface,

as will be discussed in a later section. The results of the structural-

length study will be discussed first followed by discussions of those for

the structural compressibility and for the trap door experiments.

STRUCTURAL LENGTH

4 Equations (27) and (69), derived for deeply buried rigid-structure

conditions, arc compared in Fig. 37 with the experimental data obtained

.* Consideration of the shallow depth-of-burial conditions is undertaken
where data are availt'ble and, in particitlar, where such considerations
may account for a discrepancy between the predicted and the measured
results.

Preceding Page Blank
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in the study reported in Ref. 6, with results obtained in the development

of free-field stress gauges, and with the data taken in the experimental

* study encompassed by this contract. An examination of the data from Ref. 6

and the free-field stress gauges shows them to have been taken at the same

actual depth of burial (3 in.), in similar soil conditions. Because,, as

will be discussed later, all the data appear to have been taken in a shallow

depth-of-burial condition, the soil parameters used for the two "A" curves

(Fig. 37) were arbitrarily chosen so as to bracket the data. Since the

data do follow the general shape of the theoretical curves, they indicate

that the theory is adequate to describe the behavior.. However, the values

of K and tan C used to compute both curves are less that the measured values

of these paramett:s obtained in other laboratory tests. In fact, the "B"

curves from Figs. 12' and 18 for the linear and nonlinear cases shown on

Fig. 37 are obtained by means of the .measured values.

The data obtained during this contract show a large range of values

on either side of the curves which bound the other data. Although the

tests were to have been conducted in the deeply buried condition, an exam-

ination of the data shows that this apparently was not true, since the

load on the structure increased with an increase ir depth of burial, which

fact is indicative of shallow burial The lower, two points (A and B)

represent a depth Of burial of 5 in., i.e., a Z/B of 5/3, while the upper

point (C) represents a depth of burial of 8 in., i.e.,a Z/B of 8/3.

Since the experimental program was a limited effort 2nd its major purpose

was to investigate the effects of compressibility, no further tests at

greater depth were conducted. The assumption that these data were influ-

enced by the surface conditions, which might account for the discrepancy

of the K and tan p values required to fit the data, will be discussed

further in the section on surface layer effects.

The onl' other data known which show the effect of structural length

are those presented in a gauge study using the Goldbeck pressure cell;

the results of this study are reported in Ref. 10. Since no soil data

'/
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were available, they were backfigured from a single point on the experi-

mental data curve. With these values,'. the r linear and nonlinear curves on

.Fig. 38 were computed for various WB/ values. Again, a reasonable correla-

tion appears to exist..

STRUCTURAL COMPRESSIBILITY

Since Eqs. (35), (87), (61), and (17) were developed to account for

the effect of structural compressibility in deeply buried conditions, the

literature was searched for experimental results with which to compare the

theory. Since none was found in which the soil and structural parameters

were sufficiently controlled to make a, comparison, URS undertook a limited

experimental program.. The program consisted of testing an idealized

structure 61 in. in diameter and 6 in. , long, (see- Fig. 77,, Appendix A). Two

1-in.-thick end plates containing a series of flush-moun.ed stress gauges,

were separated by a replaceable th.in-walled cylinder, which provided the

uniform compressibility of the structure. The compressibility of the

structure was measured by means of a linear variable differential trans-

former. The structure was buried 5 in. below the surface in 20-30 Ottawa

sand placed at approximately 108 pcf in the URS Long Duration Dynamic

Loader (LDDL). The sampie surface was then uniformly loaded to 45 psi

with a step pulse having a rise time of approximately I msec.

An examination of the development of the compressibility equations

shows that one basic assumption was made in all cases; that is, that the

* To compute the 2K tan CP value at a point on the experimental curve,
the L/B and Y values read for that point were substituted into
Eqs. (27) and (69).. Solving for 2K tan P resulted in values of 0.72
for the linear and 0.22 for the nonlinear cases.

* A more detailed discussion of the experimental program is given in

Appendix A.

S** By uniform compressibility is meant that the entire end-plate faces
compress uniformly in the direction of loading.

S** A descriptiot, of the LDDL is given in Ref. 6.

S**** Although the loading was a dynamic load, comparisons were made
between the equilibrium values and the Ecatic theoretical solutions.
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entire load a0 + a applied to the surface of the structure was transmittedo a

to the soil beneath the stiucture, i.e., it was assumed that there were no

effects of sidewall friction on the sides of the structure.

It was realized, however, that this condition was impractical to

achieve experimentally, since in real soil conditions, it is only possible

to reduce this friction, no . to eliminate it. Attempts were made to reduce

the sidewall friction and, in addition, an attempt was made to calculate the

resulting value.

SIDEWALL FRICTION

Three methods of treatment were tried on the sidewalls of the structure

in an attempt to reduce the friction: two continuous layers of 0.005-in.-

thick teflon sheets over the entire length; two layers of 0.005-in.-tnick

teflon, the bottom layer continuous and the top layer in 1-in.-wide over-

lapping segments, and a grea e layer covered with a thin rubber sheet. The

effectiveness of these treatments in reducing the sidewall friction effects

varied. The two continuous teflon sheets had the effect of appreciably

reducing sidewall friction. However, the effect was intermittent. When

the outer layer was segmented, the intermittent effect was overcome. The

grease-and-rubber treatment had about -,., same effect as the segmented

layer but was easier to use.

In order to take into account the effect of sidewall friction, it was

assumed that a shear plane developed along the side. of the structure, i.e.,

that sidewall friction developed betwcen the soil and the structure along

the entire length ot the structure. It was further assumed that the free-

field stress c nditicrns existed along that plane and that any change in 0'

along the interface would not change the K value of the soil. The total

force on the structure due to sidewall friction alone can be calculated by

summing the incremental forces over the entire sidewall surface, i.e.,

r (K tan P'a o ) (Tr2B2L) (111)

or

4K tan 0 C TTBL (111a)
0
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where is the friction angle between the soil and the wall. In order to

apply this effect as an average stress on the top surface of the structure,

Eq. (lla) must be divided by the area of the end plate, i.e.,

4K tan C a TTBl,0- 2 (112)
ri2

Equation (112) then reduces to

4K tan C1 0 L
L3 B (113)

"r B

It can be seen that it the compro.ssibilitv (effective modulus) of the

structure is considered witout regard to sidewall friction, it is related

to the load and defoimation in the following manner:

CT -fT
EST 0A STa (2L) (114)

where 0 + 0 o~er the area is the force required to compress the structureo a

an amount ST' If, on the other hand, sidewall frirtion is considered, it

can be seen that the compressibility of the structure is still related to

the load C0 + CF and the deformation t S in the same manner. However, theo a ST

load applied to the upper surtace must be C + C7 + C0. being resisted b,
0 a I

the soil streF-, C0 + 7 on the bottom surface plus the sidewall friction
o a

on the sides. Therefore, it the measured stress on the top surface is

divided by the deformation, thet effective modulus as computed by Eq. (115)

appears greater than it really is, i.e., as computed by Eq. (114),

(7 C + G
E = 1 (2L) (115)

ST'

The refore. CT_. wa. subtracted fr(m the meaisured stress before the structure

modulus was computed for use in Eqs. (35) and (87) These values for

When the frition between the soil and the wall i-, greater than the inter-
nal friction in The soil th-n the CP of the soil is used instead of ,

k* The tP' values u.sed in making this cal(ulation were obtained from other

tests at URS on the effects of sidewall friction in soil containers
(Ref. 5).



structure modulus agreed very well with measured values for the structure

in the unburied condition.

RESULTS

An examination of the data points obtained in this study fer the

deeply buried condition, and presented in Fig. 39 shows an excellent agree-

ment with the theory In plotting the data, the structure modulus E was
ST

computed from the measured stress and displacement of the structure as

described above. The soil modulus was obtained from the stress-strain

curve (for the soil) developed under another TUIRS program and reported in

Ref. 3. The stress-strain curve is re pr,3duced here a " rig. 40. Using

these values for the soil and structural modulil, values of relative com-

pressibility C were computed for each test ano plotted in Fig. 39 against
r

the measured relative stress.. Also plotted in this figure is the theoreti-

cal relationship for linear [Eqs. (35) and (61)] and the nonlinear [Eqs.

(87) and (97)] soil conditions. The theoretical curves were computed by

means of the K and tan CP values measured in other laboratory tests. As

can be seen, the measured data obtained in this program vary less than

±l percent from the theoretical curve for the nonlinear soil conditions.

Two. of the points require further discussion. Points D and E fall

off the theoretical curve, and although the cause-was not identified, it

was obviously related to some extraneous behavior, as evidenced by the

measured stress and deflection time histories given in Fig. 41.

As can he seen from the data points given in Fig. 39, extreme dif-

ficultv was expcrienced in trying to fabricate a structure more ompres-

sible than the soil. This situation was true despite the fact that the

* All tests were first loading of the sample.

** The upper trace in Fig. 41a is a typical displacement-time curve for

the tests whose results fall on the tteoretical curve, while the

upper trace in Fig. 41b is typical of the displacement-time trace

for tests rtpresented by points D and E. rhe lower trac, s in each

figure are the stress -time history traces for one' of the stress gauges

on the upper face of the structure.
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(a) Upper Trace: Typical structure displacement-time history trace

Lower Trace: Typical stress gauge-time history trace

(b) Upper Trace: Structure displacement-time history trace for

points D and E

Lower Trace: Typical stress gauge-time history trace

Fig. 41. Structural Displacement, On-Structure Stress-Time Histories
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sand was in a dense condition (appioximatel) t5 percent relative density).

Only one data point is presented for the circumstance in which the struc-

ture was more compressible, and that point represents the measurements Just

before the thin-*alled cylinder separating. the rigid end-plates buckled.

However that point is in good agreement with the theoretical curve.

Two explanations have bt..-?n poztulated regardirng the cause of the

problem of fabricating a more compressible structure. First, it the struc-

ture has a response time that is long compared to the rise time of the
**

stress pulse, then initially the load on the itructure will be comparable

to that resulting from a much stiffer structure. Therefore, in-the case

of a structure of high compressibiility, i.e., on (esignt.( tor iavge dis-

placements under low relative stress, the s tresses exceed those of the

design, and the structure collapses. The second explanation has to do

with the effect sidewall friction has on the effective modulus of the

structure. Even though every effort was made to reduce its magnitude, it

played an important pait in the behavior as discussed above. In fact, in

the case of the more compressible structure, where the relative stress is

low, the average stress due to sidewall friction becomes large in propor-

tion to the relative stress. Both of these behaviors could be very impor-

tant in real structures as well.

DIFFERENTIAL DISPLACEMENT (Trap Door Experiments)

Passive Arching Case

As stated earlier, the basic theories developed in Lhis report are

founded on the principle of stress redistribution caused by difielential

displacement uccurring between the soil and the stru,:ture. An examination

of thc trap duui" theory is therefore pertinent since it also involveci dif-

ferential displacement. The intent at this point is to coimpare experimental

* In these tests the structure had a response time Iof approximately 6 msec

as compared to a rise time of the stress pulse of approximately 1.5 msec.

** Although comparisons were madtc between the statc" theory and equilibrium
values, the loading was a dynamic one and therefore, this factor played
a part in the observed behavior.
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and th)ieti cal resu Its Ioz a rap dour expeci men I. A review of the litera-

j ture revealed a we]l-documented QXpel'1l(.i nta .Studty of both active and passive

trap door conditions (Rel. 11).

The test apparatuLS consisted of a ,l-tt.-diameter cylindrical test cham-

ber of variable height, with a specially constru tcd lower base provided with

a u Ilush-mounted-type trap don a. An upper Lonnet proided a means of applying

static overpressure to the soil sample. The piston-type trap door was cen-

3 trally located and was designed to provide a rigid plate parallel to the

surface with a minimum vertical Irictional resistance and tilting under the

test load. The piston was mounted on a hydraulic jack which provided con-

:rol 01 t U 4 '.c-i L I..I liolluju. During stand platement an. assembly of the

bonnet, and movement of the trap door relative to the bottom of the soil

bin was carefully monitored. As needed during this operation as well as

during subsequent application of the surface air overpressure, the jack was

adjusted to maintain the top surface of the piston flush with the bottom of

the soil bin. After the desired overpressure was reached, the jack was

raised or lowered to induce active or passive arching in the sand. The

total force on the piston was then recorded.

q In addition, the soil conditions were well documented, making it pos-

sible to compare the theory previously presented* with the experimental

results reported in Ref. 11. Two sands were tested; No. 1 was a clean,

uniform, line-grained dry sand referred to as Reid-Bedford Model sand; No. 2

3 was a clean, graded, medium-to-fine grained local dry sand referred to as

Cooks Bayou No. 1. Figure 3.10 of Ref. 11 reproduced here as Fig. 42, shows

the various properties of the two soils for a number of initial dry density

conditions. Figures 43 and 44 show the stress-strain relationships for the

two soils for various initial dry dnsity conditions. The tests were con-

ducted principally at 75 psi surface overpressure, however, a few were con-

ducted at 40 psi and 110 psi. The initial density of No. 1 sand used in the

I active arching tests varied from 98.3 to 101.1 pcf (average of 100.0 pcf),

while No. 2 sand varied from 104.2 to 108.4 pcf (average of 106.1 pcf). In

3 the passive arching tests only No. 2 sand was used, and the initial density

varied from 105.0 to 107.6 pcf (average of 105.9 pcf).

I * See Section 6.

I
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for the Sands Tested (From Fig. 3.10, Ref. 11)
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In comparing the theoretical and experimt-utal results, sand No. 2 will be-

considered first, since both active and passive arching tests were performed on

this material. From Fig. 44 a strain value was read for the 75-psi stress level

on a hypothetical curve representing an initial density of 105.9 pcf (the aver-

age value for the passive arching test). Using Eq. (62) below an A value was

calculated

0 = AC 3 /2  (62)

From Fig. 42 an angle of internal friction of 40 deg was obtained for a density

of 105.9 pcf.

An examination of Eq. (105), which is for the passive arching case with

nonlinear soil conditions, shows that the only other parameter required is K,

the ratio of lateral to axial stress.

2,3 
1/3

2,/3 I 2,3+ a o +0'nJ (135)
B A 2K tan = r J a 0 a

The particular sands used in these tests were two on which URS had conducted

one-dimensiolldl compression te_tb for Waterways Experiment Station and on which

K values were measured. Therefore, a K of 0.35* was used.

Using these soil parameters in Eq. (105) and correcting for the fact that

attl/B equals zero, the arching ratio was not always 1.0, the theoretical curves

in Figs. 45 through 52 were obtained. Equation (105) was written for the case

where the depth of cover was greater than the zone of influence, i.e., deeply

buried. Therefore, one would expect that since the zone of influence will in-

crease with an increase in differential deformation, *B,/B, for a given depth of

burial the theoretical curve of relative stress (Y) versus (LB/B) would initially

follow th? eXpcV1rnLMtal curve fairly closely as *BB increased. This would

* In addition if K is calculated from Jaky's equation K = 1 - sin c.:, a value

of 0.357 is obtained.
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c,)ntir.UP urJtll !h9 z n ? o f influence Z1 EqualIed the dopth o f burial Z, at,

which point t he relative sress (Y) w-ould have. rerached a maximum and would

not inzrepse with additional d~/H movements-. The value of-this maximum

relative stress' can b e computed from Eq. (Aa) s ira.e it represents4 the case

where the maximum shear 'forces have been developed.

tan qeV (4a)

Values of the appropriate (T for the respective depth of burial (Z) are

plotted in Figs. 45 through 48. They are not plotted in Figs. 49 through

52 since their magnitude exceeded the Maximum value of the ordinate on the

graph.

As can be seen. from studying the figures, the theoretical curve does
indeed follow the expi'rlmental curve at Fmail differential displacements-,.

and the greater the depth of burial, the longer it -fol lows it as displace-

ments increase. until (Figs.. 50 through 52) the- curves agree out toa B

value of 15, the waximum value of the abscissa.

An e-xamination of the shallow depths of burial shows that instead of

the two curves following each other until *he maximum value is reached, the

experimental curve departs from the theoretical and becomes asymptotic at a

value that actually exceeds the maximum shear value. Thes;e effects are

attributed to surface soil (.onditions and will be di scussed in a later sec-

tiozr. The curves depart. from each other in the same mann~er for the deeply

buried conditions. howcver, the experimental curve becomes asymptotic to

the maximum value az carn be s -en by examining Fig. 53 for the depth o&f burial

H/-_ equal 2.

in ordzer "o gi:, the rreader art indication of the degree- of agreement

ir~ !erms :f t.ariatior in soil conditions, the effectS of extremes of initial

density jconditions have- b.-en plotted on: Fig. 50. To, obtain these curves,

thve A values wer- *<'nwputed for the d~nse initial cordition of 110.4 pcf and

the loose iri -ial ccr,.#dtion of 97.0 pcf froir the stress--strain curves in

Fig.. 44, CP '-alues w~re ob' ained from Fig. 42 for the appropriatc cases and

I( was cal cul atcEd asz bL f~r
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-Active Arching Case

When a comparison was made for the active case on the assumption of the

same A value as for the passive case, i.e., the same stress-strain curve, a

poor fit was obtained. It was realizec at that point that the test conditions

were not compatible with that assumption. In the test setup, the overpres-

sure was applied to the surface before any displacements of the piston were

allowed. Therefore, the soil was fully compressed to the free-field stress

level, and any movements of the trap door thereafter must of necessity be an

unloading condition fbt the soil above the door. Sii-ce the soil is not elas-

tic and has a different stress-strain curve for unloading., it was recognized

that the unloading curve %as the m-)ne to apply.

Foitunately. unloading curves had been obtained ar.d were also presented

in the reference. (They are reproduced here as Figs. 54 and 55 for sands

No. 1..and No. 2, respectively.) Unfortunately, as can bc seen from an exami-

nation of the graphs, they were for unloadings from much higher stress levels

than those which were used in the arching tests. It was assumed, for the

comparison of the experimental and theoretical' that the unloading curve from

a lower stress level would in general be a parallel in construction to that

from th higher level. Thus for this comparison, an unloading strain was

taken from Fig. 55c for the appropriate stress level and an A value caicu-

lated from Eq. (62). This value was used with K and CP values determined

previously. After correcting for the fact that the initial arching ratio was

less than 1, i.e., normalizing for the loss caused by sidewall friction, the

theoretical curves were computed and are plotted in Figs. ,56 through 60. As

was the ease in the passive arching tests, one would expect,. since the theory

is for the deeply buried condition, that the fit would be good only for small

displacement at shallow depths,and should- "et better for larger displacements

at greater depths. As can be seen by examining the figure as the depth of

burial increases• the. theoreti,.al and experimental curves do come into

closer agreemrt. until, at depths cf fLiS of 2 and 4. they are in very close

agreemen t . Early agreement between the experimental and theoretical curves

isn't as good as in the passive case; however several reasons may account

for this, First is the fact that an approximate unloading curve had to be used
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for the tower stress level. Second, the nonitnear relation of Eq. (62) Is

not so good a fit to the qhape o! the unloading .urve as it was to the load-

Ing curve Finally, the K value may not be appropriate throughout the entire

range since on the ,inloading cycle, the ratio of lateral to axial stress has

been observed to change, becoming larg er at very low stresses at least in the

dynamic case (Ref. 12).

The value of the minimum relative stress for each depth of burial was

computed from Eq. (2a)

-2K tan Q: Z/8'= qe (2a)

and is plotted on appropriate figures Co-nparable to the passive case the

experimental curve beccmes asymptotic to a minimum value less than that pre-

dicted "y Eq. (2a) at the shallow burials.

Figures 61 through 66 show that the same trends in correlation are in

evidence regarding the theoretical and experimental results for the two other

surface overpressure levels used.

A comparison between the theoretical and experimental active arching case

for sand No. 1 is shown in Figs. 67 through 72. The same procedures as those

used for sand No. 2 were used, i.e., employing soil parameters taken from

Figs. 42 and 54c. As can be seen, the sanme gooid correlations exist. It should

also be noted that a much bei-ter correlation eyps ts "1t0een the thcc.Ctical

and experimental minimun relative stress values.

Ari.c. .f P ffarcti. Dizpola-.c., Data

By referring to Figs. 7, 10, and 14, it can be seen that the arching

forces are caused by differential displacement between plane of the face of

the structure and that of the soil that was coincident with that plane before

loading. !t can be further seei, that this displacement is related to all the

soil and structural parameters, including the length of the structure. For

shallow depths of burial, it has been shown that if the influence zone reaches

the surface and the differential displacement h as been more than necessary to
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develop the' maximum shear-torte,. theai the load on tr' structure will increase,

exponentially with depth. For greater depths or burial, it has been shown.

that for a given set ot soil and structure parameters, the total differential

displacement available will be a constant and'result in a constant over-stress

regardless or.the depth'of burial, provided the zonea oinlfluence doesn't

*intersect the surface. It can be hypothesized, therefore, in the' case of.

the trap door eitperiments, that a given differential displacement Is equiva-

lent to a structure of igiven length anid vomp re"Libilitt. AMl other parameters

remaining constant~ one might then fyamine the effect of depth of burial on

the hypotheti-7al -itructure by loo.king at the same value of, differential dis-

placement at all. thce various depths of burial. tt should be possible then to

plot urvrs -similar to ;o,2in Fig. 5 by plotting co'r--tant differential

displacement for variou4 d4ppths of burial, in the trap door experimental

data.

It can be further reasoned that if differential displacement does con-

trol the zone of influence and total ovcrstress * then one might consider that

the various diffcrential displacements represent a structure of given length,

but each dii ferertial displacemen&t is mtpresentative of A different compress-

ibility. By plotting several such displacements as a tunctio, of depth 4

family of cur't-s can he obtained indicating the effect of ctmPr-.,sibality.

As can be seen from a comparison of Fig. -5 with Fig. 73. a plot of such a

family for sand No. 2 for the active and pass. Ive, cases, such relationships

appear to excist. Particular note should bc taker. thaV when the depth of

burial becomes grea* enough the relative stress becomes a constant in both

the active and passive cazses. It should also be i.oted that although the

theory suggests a sharp change in behavior between deep and shallow burial,

it is a smoother tra nsition probably due to surface layer soil 'conditloas.
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Secti4n 9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMINTIENDAT IONS

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the good correlations bet,':en the theory -And tile experimental

results it (.an be coticluded that tile ba.sic arching concpt of soil - structure

interaction involving shear planes is adequate t, describe th- behavior of

small Idealized structures. The concept also appears adequate to describe

both activ- and passive conditions through a full raiige % f compressibilities_

It t- furLher concludtd that real soil ant. structural parameters as

I measured .Nparately in the laboratory can be used, together with the theory,

to predict behavior, rather than assuming arbitrary soil parameters as has

been done in the past. The soil parameters used in this study were the load-

ing and unloading stress-strain curve, obtained from a constrained compression

test; the angle of internal friction, obtained in the normal manner; and the

ratio of lateral to axial 4tress, obtained from URS constrained compression

tests* The structural parameters used were the effective structural modulus,

obtained from the in-place measurements, and the structural geometry, i.e.,

the length and span.

1 From the correlation obtained by application of the thtory to results of

trap door experiments, conducted by other investigators, tt appears that the

interaction caused by the trap door motion and that caused by the relative

compressibility of the soil and structure, on structures away from a boundary,

are similar- It can also be concluded from an analysis of these results that

in the active arching case the relationship between the loading rate and the

Iresponse time of the structure will determine whether the loading or unload-

ing portion of -he soil stress-strain relationship is applicable and, there-

fore, the amount of arching that will occur. This results from the fact that

it the structure responds during the rise time of the loading, then the arch-

ing will be governed by the loading portion of the stress-strain curve, since

the soil will not have been compressed to the maximum stress before the molion

* This value can be calculated from the angle of internal friction by weans

of Jaky's equation.

•* This value can be obtained from structural analysis also.I
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of the structure causes an unloading to occur. However, it the structure

response is longer than the loading time, the soil will have been compressed 3
to the maximum stress before unloading, and the arching will he controlled by

the unloading portion of the stress-strain curve. The loading rate will, of

course, be controlled by the relaxation effects* of the soil.

It has been concluded that surface layer effects, although not studied 3
in detail, will have an influence on studies of shallow depths of burial for

model-sized structures. 3

RECOMMENDATIONS

Sinct. a good rorrelation .eems to exist between the, theory and the ex-

perimental results, the following recommendations are made: I
1. That the theory be expanded to permit prediction of the distribution

of stress across the face of the structure. (The results could be

compared with existing experimental data.) t
2. That the theory be expanded to include an investigation of the effects

of dynamic arching. 3
3. That an experimental study be conducted to investigate more thoroughly

structural compressibility in the active arching case.

4. That an experimental study be conducted to investigate more realistic

structural shapes, such as those having arch and circular cross

sections, to determine the influence of shape on stress distribution $
on the structure.

5. That an experimental study be conducted to investigate structural

flexibility as distinguished from structure compressibility on stress

distribution across the face of the structure.

6. That an experimental study be conducted to investigate further the 3
causes of increased structural compressibility due to burial, i.e.,

sidewall friction, etc

The above recommendations are not necessarily proposed As separate

studies but may be combined or ordered in various manners, depending upon 3
the immediate objective. These recommendations are, however, intended to

outline what is felt are the major areas requiring investigation in order

to develop the basic concepts presented herein to the point that they can be

applied to real structural shapes and eventually to real structures.

'his s .u.ject is discussed in detail in Rel. 5.
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I Appendix A

URS EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

I Since no experimental data were found in which the soil and structural

parameters were sufficiently controlled to allow comparison with the theo-

retical relationships developed in the first part of this report, URS under-

took a very limited program to provide enough data to enable a comparison to

be made.

3 The basic objective of this experimental program was to find the effect

,it the static -)'iI - structure interactior of changes In the ratio of soil

modulus to structure modulus. Although the tests were conducted in the URS

dynamic loader only data at equilibrium conditions were computed.* The

approach used was to test a series of structures having a wide range of com-

pressibilities in order to cover the passive and active arching cases. A

6-in.-diameter structure was chosen so that distribution of stress on the

lace could be measured and summed to obtain the total load. A 6-in. length

was chosen so that sufficient passive arching forces would be developed to

allow a reasonable resolution of the effects of structure compressibility on

that arching force over the full range of compressibilities. The active

arching Yorces would, of course, range from free-field stress to zero as

Uthe compresstbihl ity increased.

UStructural load measurements were made with a series of piezoelectric
stress gauges mounted it a spiral pattern in the rigid endwalls, as shown

in Fig. 75. The spiral pattern is equivalent to a very close spacing along

a diameter or radius and provides for stress distribution across the face

Of the structure. By applying the stress read by each gauge over the appro-

priate area of an annulus represented by the width of that gauge, the total

load on the structure was calculated.

The structures were to be tested in a single soil, 20-30 Ottawa sand,

4placed at a constant relative density so that the compressibility of the

* Since the loader produces a step pulse which can be held for any desired

duration, the equilibrium condition was considered to be equivalent to
s tatic conditions.

I
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soil would be a constant for all the tests. However, in efforts to obtain

a structure compressible enough to provide active arching a second relative

density for the soil was used.

In order to design the structures, it was necessary to ascertain the

modulus of the soil for the anticipated test conditions. Since the soil

used was the 20-30 Ottawa sand employed in other URS studies, the stress-

strain curves obtained in those tests were used (see Fig. 40). A value of

the modulus of the soil of approximately 9,000 psi was obtained for a soil

density of 108 pcf. As a further check the displacement was measured at

two different positions within the soil mass. Since no known methods or

instruments were available to measure the free-field strain of the soil over

a gauge 1 ngth of 6 in., it was necessary to devise a method for accomplish-

ing the measurement. Two linear variable differential transformers (LVDT)

were mounted in the bottom of the soil bin of the URS Long-Duration Dynamic

Loader (LDDL) in such a fashion that they were isolated from the soil. A

1/8-in.-diameter rod was connected to the center probe of the LVDT and

Jextended to an anchor plate embedded in the soil at the position at which

the displacement was to be measured. The 1/8-in.-rod was protected from

the friction of the soil, along its length, by running it through a 1/2-in.-

diameter tube, which was terminated a short distance from the actual measur-

ing zone in order that the effect of the rigid tube (soil- structure inter-

Iaction) would not influence to an -pprcciablc degree the soil in the area of

the measurement. (See Fig. 76.) From the top of the tube to the anchor

jplate, the rod was covered with two layers of teflon tape to reduce the amount

of friction on the rod over this length. The upper displacement measurement

1was taken at the depth of burial of the upper face of the structure, while

the lower measurement was taken at the depth of burial of the lower face of

the structure, such that the length over which the differential deformation

was measured was 2L (the structure length, see Fig. 77). The soil modulus

of deformation measured by this means was approximately 9,600 psi at 45-psi

surface pressure.** This compares well with the value of approximately

9 ,0 00 psi computed from the stress -strain curve.

108 pcf was the density of the 20-30 Ottawa sand used in these inter-

action tests.

** To calculate the soil modulus, the free-field stress at the average depth
was iised.

I
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As stated earlier the structural configuration selected was a cylinder,

6 in, in diameter, 6 in. long, with rigid endwalls (1-in.-thick aluminum

plates), as shown in Figs. 75 and 77. To provide the wide range of overall

compressibilities, the endwalls were connected with hollow cylinders of

various compressibilities, as shown in Fig. 77. The variations in compressi-

bilities were provided by a change in either the material or thickness of the

3 cylinder. Three materials were used, aluminum, Plexiglas and Teflon. It was

found in calibrating the finished cylinders that the Plexiglas and the Teflon

j had similar modulii; therefore, the more compressible structures (Teflon) were

too stiff. After they had been machined thinner, it was found that the rela-

j tive stress (overstress) was higher than was expected. An LVDT was installed

in the structure to measure the compressibility between the two end plates.

J It was found that although sidewall friction on the sides of the structure

had been reduced, the amount that was still present was sufficient to increase

the effective stiffness. Even grease and a rabber membrane did not reduce it

Jsufficiently. Again the wall thickness was reduced in an effort to create a

structure more compressible than the soil. This structure collapsed under

load. HIowever, load-deformation values were obtained prior to collapse and

are plotted in Fig. 39. In view of the effect that the rate of structural

I response has on determining which stress-strain curve is applicable, the

reason for the collapse seems plausible. The structure has about a 6-msec

I response (to maximum deflection), as shown in Fig. 41, while the loading

occurs in about 1.5 msec, therefore, the full load was probably applied to

the structure before it had time to respond completely. Since the structure

had been designed for high compressibility under low load, the structure

collapsed under what were, apparently, the higher loads created by the slow

Istructural response. The complexity of sidewall friction and wave propaga-

tion in the structure makes the calculation of the behavior difficult at

j this time.

The results of this limited experimental program are presented in Figs.

37 and 39 and are discussed in Section 7.

* To calculate the soil modulus, the free-field stress at the average depth
wag used.1'

I'
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